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A long-standing co jecture of Thompson is the following. 
Let A be a p-group of order p” acting fixed-point-freely on every 
A-invariant @-section of the finite p-solvable group G. Then the p-length of 
G is bounded by a linear function of . 
For p odd, Hartley (see [ 111) obtained the exponential bound 
f,(G)<2”+‘- 1. In a meeting at Oberwolfach in May 1987, the author 
conjectured that he bound is n+ 1 (see also the nd of [6]). In fact, his 
bound would be best possible. Furthermore, it istrue when A is cyclic of
odd order (see [6]). 
The purpose of this paper is to prove that I,(G) B n + 1 for p> 5 with 
certain restrictions on thegroup G. We refer the reader tothe definition of 
grups of p-splitting ypebelow and the statement of he main theorem. 
The problem is translated into a representation-theoretic qu stion.
Suppose that he p-group A acts on the p-solvable group G, O,(G) = 1, AG 
acts faithfully and irreducibly on the complex vector space V, V is 
G-homogeneous, andC,(A) = 0. Is there any nontrivial element of A 
centralizing G/O,(G)? 
When (IAl, ICI) = 1, similar situations havebeen studied byShult [15], 
Berger [l-5], and Turull [17-191. Dropping the hypothesis (IA/, ICI) = 1 
creates many difficulties. We follow Berger’s idea to use a regular o bit 
theorem to reduce to the case in which V is quasiprimitive. The r levant 
result here is the main theorem of [7]. There is a very serious additional 
difficulty since we need an analogue ofthe formula C,,(A) = C,(A) Y/Y, 
which is false when (I Al, I YI ) # 1. This is responsible for the restrictions 
about G that we have introduced. 
The quasiprimitive case isstudied combining the methods of [6, 191. 
This research hasbeen partially supported by the DGICYT by Grant PB 
87-0640. 
I am indebted to the referee of this paper for pointing out an error in the 
original statement of Lemma 2.4. 
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Notation. A * B is the central product ofA and B. 
If B is a subgroup ofA, then l(A : B) denotes the length ofthe longest 
chain of subgroups B =B, < . . . < B, = A between B and A. 
If N is a normal p-subgroup ofG, p 1 1G : NI and 8~ Irr(N) is 
G-invariant, then the Gallagher xtension of0 to G is an irreducible charac- 
ter 1of G extending 0 and such that o(x) is a power of p (see Corollary 6.28 
of [14]). 
If V is a module, then V= C V, means that Vis the sum of the Vi)s, and 
I/= @ Vi denotes that he sum is direct. 
I,(G) is the p-length of the p-solvable group G. 
f(G) is the Fitting length ofthe solvable group G. 
n(A) is the composition le gth ofthe group A. 
We define the groups which will be the object ofour theorem. 
DEFINITION. Let G be a finite group and let A be a finite group acting 
on G. The group G is said to be of p-splitting ypewith respect to A if the 
following holds: 
(a) G = P, . . P,, where Pi+ I is AP, . . . P,-invariant,  = 0, . .n - 1. 
(b) Pi is either a p-group or a $-group and ( IPil, 1 Pi+ II) = 1, 
i=l , . . n - 1. 
(c) Pi acts faithfully on Pi+ ,, i = 1, . . n - 1. 
(d) AP, ... Pi normalizes a Sylow r-subgroup f Pi+ I for each prime 
divisor of P,+,, i=O, . . n- 1. 
Remark. Observe that hese groups are p-solvable. Suppose that, for 
example, P  is a p-group. Then P, = O,(G), P,,+ 1P, = O,,.(G), . .
We state now our main theorem. 
MAIN THEOREM. Let A be a group of order p”, p 3 5, acting fp$ on 
every A-invariant p’-section of the group G. Assume that G is of p-splitting 
type with respect toA. If 2 E z(G) and p is a Mersenne prime, suppose, in
addition, that A is C,, tC,-free. Then l,(G) < n + 1. The bound is best 
possible. 
1. THE REDUCTION TO THE QUASIPRIMITIVE CASE 
The p-upper series ofa group of p-splitting ypemay be refined in the 
following way: 
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PROPOSITION 1.1. Let A be a p-group and let G be a group of p-splitting 
type with respect toA. Suppose that G = P, . . . P, as in the definition. Then
G contains subgroups Q,, . . Q, such that: 
(i) Qj is AQ, . ..Q.-,-invariant, Qj < Pi, i= 1, . . n. 
(ii) Qi is an special q,-group for a prime qi, i= 1, . . n. 
(iii) AQl...Qj acts irreducible on Q,+,/@(Qi+I), Qi centralizes 
@(Qj+ , ) and acts nontrivially on Qi+ , , i = 1, . . n - 1. 
(iv) Q, is elementary abelian. Therefore, tf Q, is a p-group, then A 
centralizes Q, . 
Proof: Induction ICI. If n = 1, then we may take an elementary 
abelian subgroup Q, of P, acted irreducibly by A.Clearly (i))(iv) are
satisfied in this case. Suppose that n> 1 and put G = AP, .,. P,- 1. Let 
Q , , . . Q,- i be the corresponding sub roups ofG. Now P,- i acts faith- 
fully onP,. Therefore Q, _i acts nontrivially on an AP, . . . P, _ ,-invariant 
Sylow subgroup X,of P,. Let Q, <X, be AQ, . . . Qn _ ,-invariant not cen- 
tralized by Q,- i and minimal with respect to these properties. Now Qn is 
special, Q,/@(Q,) is AQ, . . . Q, ~ ,-irreducible, and Q, dP,. Furthermore, 
QnP i centralizes @( n). We may take Qi = Qi for i= 1, . . n - 1. 
The preceding lemma provides motivation f rthe following hypothesis. 
We consider nilpotent au omorphism groups rather than p-groups because 
of the possible applications to problems about nilpotent f.p.f. 
automorphisms. The proof is identical in both cases. We should mention 
that he nilpotency of A is an essential ingredient of i , however. 
HYPOTHESIS A. Let AC be a group, where: 
(i) G=P,...P,, where ach Pi is AP, ... Pip ,-invariant, i= 1 . . n. 
(ii) Each Pi is a nontrivial special pi-group, pi #pi+, , i= 1, . . n. 
(iii) A is a nilpotent group and a Sylow pl-subgroup of A centralizes 
the elementary abelian group P,. 
(iv) AP, . . . Pi acts irreducibly on Pi+ J@( Pi + , ) and Pi centralizes 
@(Pi+ ,) and acts nontrivially on Pi, 1, i = 1, . . n - 1. 
(v) Zf B is a subgroup of A, X is a subgroup of G normalized byB, 
and Y is a chief factor of BX contained inX, then B/C,(Y) has a regular 
orbit on Y. 
The next result provides sufficient conditions to ensure that 
Hypothesis A(v) holds. Itis a restatement of the main results of [7]. 
LEMMA 1.2. Let A be a p-subgroup ofthe solvable group G. Assume that 
p is odd and, if 2~rc(G) and p is a Mersenne prime, assume that A is 
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C, { Cp-free. Let Y be a chief factor ofG. Then A/C,(Y) has a regular o bit 
on Y. 
Proof: Consider G/C,( Y) acting on Y and apply Corollary 1.1 and 
Corollary 1.2 of [7]. 
The next easy lemma is essential forthe following. It provides a formula 
of type C,,(A) = C,(A) Y/Y in a very particular noncoprime situation. 
LEMMA 1.3. Let AR be a group, where R is normal in AR. Suppose that 
AR acts on a group P and X is a normal AR-invariant subgroup of P. In 
addition, assume: 
(i) P= [R, P]. 
(ii) [.4, R] centralizes P. 
(iii) R centralizes X. 
(iv) A centralizes P/X.
Then A centralizes P. 
ProoJ It is an application of the three-subgroup lemma [9, p. 191. In 
fact, [A, R, P] = 1 by (ii). We have [P, A, R] < [X, R] = 1 by (iii) and 
(iv). Now we have [R, P, A] = 1 and the conclusion holds by (i). 
Now we prove the main result ofthis ection, which provides a reduction 
to the quasiprimitive cas . 
THEOREM 1.4. Let AG be as in Hypothesis A. Suppose that A, is a sub- 
group of A and V is an irreducible complex A,G-module, homogeneous for
G, on which A, acts$pLf. Then there xists a homogeneous component W of 
V,” and a subgroup B of A, such that: 
6) B d NAOG( WI. 
(ii) G = NJ W) C,(B). 
(iii) B acts Jp.f on V. 
Proof: For each j, we define ci = PjPj+ 1. . . P,. We make P, = 1 if t > n. 
Consider MO = A,G and W, = V. Starting with (M,, W,, A,), we construct 
a sequence (Mj, W,, Ai)iao satisfying thefollowing properties: 
(a) Mi+, is a maximal subgroup of Mi. 
(b) Wi+, is an irreducible Mj+1 -submodule of V containing a 
homogeneous component of V, whose normalizer iscontained inMi+ 1. 
We have W,? , = W,. 
CC) Ai+, is contained inAi n Mi+ i and acts f.p.f. on W,, 1. 
(d) A;+1 normalizes a Hall r’-subgroup f Mj+ 1 for each prime r. 
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(e) ~j=(Mi+,nPj)~‘i+, 
(Mi+,nGG)C,(Ai+,). 
C E., (Ai+ , ) for each j. In particular, G = 
If, for some i, we have that M, normalizes a homogeneous component of 
VP,, then Wi is such a component and we stop the construction. N w we 
show how to construct the sequence inductively. Suppose that (Mi, Wi, A;) 
has been defined and we proceed to define (Mi+ , , Wi+ i , Ai+ , ) supposing 
that Mi does not normalize any homogeneous component of V,“. 
Let U be a homogeneous component of Vpn contained inW, and such 
that Mi properly contains NAoG(U). Let M be a maximal subgroup of Mj 
containing NAoC( U). As V is G-homogeneous, we have NAoC( U)G = A,G. 
Hence Mj = NAOG( U)(M, n G) = M(Mi n G). Therefore M does not con- 
tain Mi n G. Suppose that M contains Mi n pj+ i and M does not contain 
Mi n pj. Now Mj = M(M, n f,). Clearly the section Mi n pj/M, n P,, , is 
isomorphic to a section of pji/tj+ , 
TIMinf,+l = @(Mi n pj/Mi n P,+ , ). 
(which is isomorphic to P,). Put 
If M, = MT, then M, n Pi = 
(Mn pi) T. This implies that M contains Mi n pi, a contradiction. There- 
fore T < M by the maximality ofM. Now M n pj is normal in M, n p,. As 
Mn pj is normal in M and Mi = M(Mi n pj), we conclude that Mn p, is 
normal in M, and Y = Mj n qj/M n pj is a chief factor of M;. 
Now we consider the irreducible M,-module Wi on which Ai acts f.p.f. 
Put K= core,,(M). Now M/K acts faithfully and irreducibly on Y. 
Suppose first that M/K is nontrivial. 
Put r =pj. Now O,(M,/K) is isomorphic to Y and M is the full 
normalizer in Mi of a Hall r’-subgroup f O,..(M,/K). As Ai normalizes a 
Hall r’-subgroup of Mi by (d) applied to (M;, W,, Ai), we have that Ai 
normalizes a Hall r’-subgroup of O,,,(M,/K). Now A, lies in a conjugate 
of M in M, and we may suppose that Ai d M. 
Now we have that W, 2: W”: where M is an irreducible M-module. We 
have, by Mackey, 
(1) 
IE R 
Here R is a system of representatives of MxA; in Mi. We may choose 
RsMinp,. Now we show that A, n M*= C,,(x(Mn pj)), where 
x E R E Mi n &. As Ai is contained inM, one inclusion isobvious. Take 
UE Ai n M”. Now [a, x-l] E Mn (Mi n pj) = Mn pj. Thus a centralizes 
x(Mn pi). By Hypothesis A(v), we may choose x,, ER such that 
x,(M n Pi) generates a regular A,/C,, (Y)-orbit. Define Mi+ 1 = MXo, 
Ai+1 = C,J Y), and Wi+ 1 = W’? 
Now suppose that M/K is trivial. Take Mi+, = M, Ai+ i = Ai n M, and 
wi+l = w. 
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We check that (Mi+ , , Wi + , , A,,,) satisfies (a)(e). Assertions (a) and 
(b) are clear from the construction. Assertion (c) is a consequence of(1) 
(which is valid when M/K is trivial, of course). 
Suppose that k> j and we check (e) for the index k. As Mi n j, = 
M ,+ 1 n p, then, by (e) applied to (Mj, Wi, A;), we have that 
~,=(M;+,n~,)~,+,CB,(Ai)=(M,+,n~.,)~,+,C~~(A,+,). 
If k-cj then, as M,pi=Mi+,p,, we have (Minp,)P,+,= 
(M,+, n p,) P, + , and assertion (e) holds for the index k as before. 
Suppose that we have proven that P, = (M;, 1 n Pi) p,+ I Cp,(Aj+ 1). 
Then clearly assertion (e) holds for (Mi+ 1, Wj+ , , A ;+ 1). 
Let r be a prime and let R be a Hall r’-subgroup f Mi normalized by
Ai (and hence by A i + , ). As we assume that (e) holds, we have G = 
t”i+ I n G) C,(A ;+ 1). We may choose coset representatives x,, . . x, of 
{xM,+, IxEM~} such that x,~c,(A,+,), m= 1, . . t. Now, for some x,, 
the group R = Rxm n M, + , is a Hall r’-subgroup f Mi + 1. It is clear that 
Ai+ 1 normalizes R.Thus (d) holds. 
Therefore w need only to prove that P, = (Mix+ 1n I’,) pj + 1 Cp, (A i+ 1). 
The rest of the proof is devoted to giving a proof of this fact. We have that 
Y = Mi n pJMi+ 1 n pj is a chief factor of Mi centralized by A, + 1. 
Suppose first hat j = 1. Take a Hall $,-subgroup S of A;, 1. 
Now S centralizes Mi n P, /M, + , n P, Therefore S centralizes 
(M, n P,)p,/(M,+, n p,)P,. Put Q = P, n (Mj n P,)p,. Now 
(Minf,)f,=Qp,. Now S centralizes Q/QnMi+,. As (ISI, lQl)= 1, 
we have Q < (Q n M,,,) C,(S). By Hypothesis A(iii), we have that 
a Sylow p,-subgroup of Ai+l centralizes Q. Thus Mi n P, d 
(Mi+ 1 n p,) PzCp,(Ai+ ,). As p, = (Mj n P,) P,Cj,(A,) by (e) applied to 
(Mi, Wi, Ai), we conclude that p, = (Mi+ I n Ii?) P,Cp,(A,+ ,), as claimed. 
Suppose that j> 1. Put L/pj+, 
U=(Minpj)L/(M,+,np,)L. Now 
= @(Pi/P,+ ,). Define the section 
U is an Mi+,- invariant section fj,,lL centralized by Ai+ 1. (2) 
As (e) is true for 1, . . j-l, we have G=(Mi+,nG)~jCC,(Ai+,). As U 
is M;+,- invariant and p, centralizes fj/L, we have that [A,, 1, G] 
centralizes U. Thus A,+,[A,+,, G] centralizes U. But A,+IIAi+I, G]Q 
Ai+,GaaAG. Thus Ai+,[Ai+,,G] is subnormal in AC. By 
Hypothesis A(iv), the module pji/L is an irreducible AC-module. 
Define N= pj/L. By Clifford’s Theorem, N is a completely reducible 
A,+1CAi+,, Cl-module. Hence, there xists an Ai+ ,[A,+, Cl-invariant 
complement 1 to (Mi+ 1 n?,)L in (Minfj)L. Now, as A,+,[Ai+l, G] is 
normal in Ai+ ,G, we have that Ai+ *[A,+ 1, G] centralizes X= 
c ,tA,+,G x’. Now the preimage S of X in G may be written as S= 
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(snpj)p,+l. Define C= Sn Pj. As X is Ai+, G-invariant, the group C is 
Ai+ r P,- ,-invariant. Also L = @(Pj)fj+ , .As [A,, , , G] centralizes X, we
have that [A,, 1, Pjp ,] centralizes C/C n @(Pi). Then, as (1 P,- ,I, 1Pj\ )= 1 
by Hypothesis A(ii), we have that C=C,([Ai+,, Pjp,])(@(Pj)nC). 
Define D=Cc([Ai+,, P,- 1]). By Hypothesis A(iv), we deduce that 
Pj= [Pj, fjpl]. Thus D= [O, Pj-,](@(P,)nD). Put E= [D, Pjp11. By 
Lemma 1.3 applied tothe action of A ;+ I PipI on E, we have that Ai+, 
centralizes E. Therefore C= (Cn @(P,)) C,(A,+ ,) and 
Mj n pj 6 (Mi+ 1 n pj) LCp,(Ai+ ,). (3) 
As pj = (M, n p,) pj+ I Cp,(Ai) by (e) applied to(Mi, Vi, Aj), we have 
that Pi = (Mi+, n pj) LCp, (A i+ 1 ). Now A i+, is contained in Mi and G = 
(Mi n G) C,(Ai). Thus Ai+, < n,,G Mf._ NOW [A,+ 1, L]-< ngEG Mf. 
Hence [A,+,,L]<MjnL. Now [Ai+,,P,]d(Mi+,n~j)Pj+l(MinL) 
since L/P,, is central in pj/pj+, . Put F= (Mi+, n fj) Pj+,(Mi n L). As 
CAi+l, pj] is normal in pji, we have [Ai+,, pj] d &=p, FP= H. Now 
Ai+, centralizes P,/HL and this ection isMi+ ,-invariant. The argument 
used to deduce (3) from (2) yields 
p, d (HL) Cp,,(Ai+ 11.
Now, as H is normal in pji, we have that HCp, (Ai+ r ) is a subgroup. 
As L/pji, 1 is the Frattini subgroup of ~11~1+, , we deduce that pj = 
H$j+,Cp,(Ai+,). 
NOW CA;+,,pjl G CA;+I,Hl~j+l G CAi+1,Fl~,+1 6 (Mi+,npji) 
(Mi, InL)~j+,=(M,+,n~j)Pj+,. 
AS CAi+l, fj] is normal in pj , we have that [A,, ,, pj] is contained in 
J= npsp, (t”i+ L n pj)fj+ l)p. Now Ai+, centralizes p,/JL. The argument 
used to deduce (3) from (2) yields 
pi < (JL) C,(Ai+ 1). 
As L/Pji, is the Frattini subgroup ofpj/fI+l and J is normal in fiji, 
we have, as before, that pj = Jpj+, Cp, (A i+, ). Now the definition of J 
yields fj = (M, + I n fj) pj+ 1 Cp,(Ai+ r), as claimed. Thus the sequence 
(Mi, Wi, Ai)iao has been constructed and satisfies (a)-(e). 
Let (NAOG( W), W, B) be the last erm of the sequence. H re W is a 
homogeneous component of VP, and B acts f.p.f. on W. Now (e) yields 
G = NJ W) C,(B) and conclusion (ii) holds. By(c), we have (i). Now, as 
B acts f.p.f. on W and V= @ I, W”‘, for some xi E C,(B), we conclude that 
B acts f.p.f. on Vand (iii) holds. The proof of the theorem is finished. 
Theorem 1.4 enables u to suppose that P, is extraspecial. Therefore, the 
proof of the main theorem requires a result ofHall-Higman type for this 
situation. Thisis the object ofthe next section. 
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2. THE QUASIPRIMITIVE CASE 
We will obtain a quite general Theorem of Hall-Higman type for p>, 5. 
We will show, however, that it is false for p= 2 and p = 3. 
We begin with adefinition: 
DEFINITION 2.1. A nilpotent group N is said to be critical if N/Z(N) is 
elementary belian d the Sylow subgroups ofN for odd primes are of 
prime xponent. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let A be a coprime group of operators of the solvable group 
G. Then G contains a critical ni potent A-invariant subgroup N such that 
C,(N) = C,(G). 
Proof: Clearly we may assume that A acts faithfully on G. As 
(IAl, IGI )= 1, we have that A acts faithfully on F(G). For each Sylow sub- 
group Pi of F(G), we take acritical subgroup Cjof Pi (see Theorem 5.3.11 
of [9]). If P, is of odd order, wereplace Cjby Q,(Ci). Now the direct 
product ofthese subgroups yields our claim. 
We need a theorem about regular o bits on“symplectic” modules. The 
result needed here is a particular case of Theorem A of [S]. We give a
much simpler p oof here using some preliminary facts of[8]. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let P be a p-group,  3 5, acting faithfully on an extra- 
special r-group R,r # p. Then R/Z(R) contains atleast two regular P-orbits. 
Proof. If ris odd, then it is well known that P has at least two regular 
orbits oneach faithful GE’(r) P-module. 
Suppose that r= 2. Now P centralizes Z(R). Put I’= R/Z(R). Then V is 
a symplectic vector space. 
We reason by induction on 1 PI + I RI. 
(1) V is either P-irreducible or th sum of an irreducible P-module 
and its dual. 
Proof. See (1) in Theorem A of [8]. 
(2) Let N be a normal subgroup of G. Then V, is either 
homogeneous orthe sum of the homogeneous components corresponding 
to an irreducible N-module and its dual. 
Proof. See (2) in Theorem A of [8]. 
(3) P is cyclic. 
(4) Put IRI =2*‘+‘. By Lemma 1.1 of [S], we have that IPI 12”+ 1. 
Therefore, as p >3, we have that P has at least two regular o bits onI’. 
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HYPOTHESIS B. Let ARP be a group, where: 
(i) P 4 ARP is an extraspecial p-group, Z(P) 6 Z(ARP). 
(ii) R u AR is a critical ni potent PI-group. 
(iii) A is a p-group,  2 5. 
(iv) C,(P) = 1. 
We begin studying a “minimal” case. The general case will be reduced to
this. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let ARP be as in Hypothesis B.Suppose that: 
(i) Z(R) is cyclic. 
(ii) [P/Z(P), Z] = P/Z(P) for each nontrivial subgroup Z of Z(R). 
(iii) A/C,(R) # 1. 
(iv) The action of A/C,(R) on every proper normal A-invariant sub- 
group of R is not faithful. 
Let 8 be a faithful irreducible complex character ofP and consider the 
Gallagher xtension x of 0 to RP. Then A/C,(R) has at least wo regular 
orbits onthe set of linear characters appearing inxR. 
Proof (1) The Sylow subgroups ofR are cyclic ofprime order or 
extraspecial. Theirorders are different from 2, 23, 2’, 3, and 33. If a Sylow 
2-subgroup of R has order 29, then p= 5 or 17. 
Proof. It is clear that aSylow subgroup ofR for an odd prime is cyclic 
or extraspecial. Let S be a Sylow 2-subgroup of R. We have that Z(S) is 
cyclic and S/Z(S) is elementary belian. Thus S’ is of order 2. Clearly A 
centralizes Z(S). Therefore [A,S] is extraspecial and normal in S. Now 
the product of [A, S] and the Sylow subgroups ofR for odd primes is 
acted faithfully by A/C,(R). Hence (iv) yields S = [A, S] and S is 
extraspecial. 
Now, if a Sylow subgroup of R has order 2, 3, 23, or 33, then its 
automorphism group is a (2, 3}-group. As p 2 5, (iii) and (iv) yield a 
contradiction. The same argument applies tothe case in which a Sylow 
2-subgroup S of R has order 2’, excepting when p = 7. In this case, 
A/C,(S) is of order 7and acts faithfully on a normal elementary belian 
subgroup oforder 24 of S. We derive a contradiction as before. 
Finally, suppose that aSylow ‘L-subgroup S of R is of order 29. Now (iv) 
yields that p# 7. Therefore p = 5 or p = 17. 
(2) Let V be the RP-module afforded by x. Then V contains every 
linear character of R excepting when R N Q, * D, and 1 PI = S5. 
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Proof. If IRI is odd, then, as R is C, t C,-free for every Y, Lemma 2.1 of 
[S] ensures that V, contains the regular R-module. Therefore, w  may 
assume that IRI is even. 
Put W = P/Z(P) and define e2= ) R : Z( R)I. We know that he degree of
a faithful and irreducible representation of R ver the field ofp elements is 
eb, where bis the least integer such that \Z(R)I divides ph - 1. By (ii), every 
irreducible R-submodule of W is faithful. Therefore 1 WI = pk’ for acertain 
k, and lZ(R)I ) pk - 1. 
By Proposition 5.7 of [13], we have 
x(x) = * IC,(x)l 1/Z and x(l)= 1WI1” (XE R). 
Let i be a linear character of R. We compute (xR, 1). Put a = 
CIZxsR 1x(x)1. If we prove that a<~(l), then clearly (xR,lZ)#O, as
desired. 
It is easy to see that 
1 if the q-part ofxis central for some qI o(x) 
ICdx)l= 1 
i 
if the order of x is divisible by 4 
IW 110) in the remaining cases. 
In particular, IC,(x)l Q I WI li2, l#x~R. To show that a<~(l), it 
suflices to prove that IRI 1 WI ‘j4 < I WI 1’2, or, equivalently, 
I R( < I WI 1’4. (*) 
As IR( = lZ(R)I e2 < pke2 and 1 WI = pkr, to prove (*) it suffices to show 
that 
1 + 2 log,k e <e/4. (**) 
As 1 RI is even, (1) yields that eis divisible by 4. Now again (1) yields 
that either  320 or e = 4 or e = 16. As pk 2 5, we have that (**) holds 
when e b 20. Suppose now that e= 16. By (1 ), we have that p = 5 or p = 17. 
If p= 17, then (**) clearly holds. Ifp= 5, then either k >2 and (**) holds 
or k = 1. But in this latter case, we have that lZ(R)I divides 5 - 1. Thus 
lZ(R)I =2. Therefore 1 RI = 29 and ) WI ‘I4 = 54. Hence (*) holds. Thus we 
may suppose e =4 and hence p = 5. 
As Qs * Q, has exactly 12elements of order 4, we conclude that aSylow 
2-subgroup ofR is isomorphic to Q, * D,. This latter g oup has 11 
elements oforder 2and 20 elements oforder 4. Now 
x(1)=52k. 
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Now a < x(1) excepting, possibly, when k = 1 or 2. But [Z(R)1 divides 
5k- 1. By (l), [Z(R)1 isnot divisible by 3 since e= 4. Therefore Z(R) is of 
order 2. We conclude that R is isomorphic to Q8 * D,. 
Suppose that k= 2. Then 
a < 10. 52 + 21 . 1 = 271 and ~(1)=5~=625. 
Thus a < x(1). Hence V contains every linear character of R excepting 
when k = 1. In this case, R 1: Q8 * D8 and IPI =55. Hence A/C,(R) N C,. 
Thus (2) is proved. 
(3) Proof of the Lemma. Suppose that we are not in the exceptional 
case of (2). Then every linear character of R appears inxR. By (l), the 
Sylow subgroups of R are cyclic orextraspecial. To show that A/C,(R) has 
at least two regular o bits onIrr(R/R’), it suffices to prove the result for 
each Sylow subgroup ofR. Assume that R is an r-group for aprime r. If 
R is cyclic, then r# 2 by (1) and the result isclear. If R is extraspecial, then 
Lemma 2.3 and [ 19, Lemma 1.41 yield the conclusion. 
NOW suppose that R N Q8 * D,, P is extraspecial of order 55, and hence 
A/C,(R) N C,. The values of x on the elements ofR may be computed 
using Theorem 5.7 of [13]. 
We have: 
i 
1 if o(x) =4 or x is the central involution 
x(x)= 5 if x is anoncentral involution 
52 if x= 1. 
Put Ic/ = xR. Now we compute: 
(~,t,+)=1/32(20~12+1~12+10~52+54)=28 
($, 1) = l/32(20 + 1+ 10.5 +52) =3. 
Let p be the nonlinear ir educible character of R. Then 
($,~)=1/32(1.(-4)+5*.4)=3. 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
As A/C,(R) permutes the linear constituents of $,we have that 
(I++, tx )= (Ic/, 8) when u and fl are linear characters of R conjugate 
under A. 
Now (l), (2), and (3) yield 1,+=3.1+3.p+((II,+ . . . +A,)+ 
(p, + ... +Pi), where the 2,‘s and the ,uLi)s are regular o bits ofA/C,(R) on 
the set of linear constituents of $. Thus the lemma is proved. 
We reduce the general case to the situation c sidered in Lemma 2.4 via 
a “replacement” theorem. 
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THEOREM 2.5. Let ARP as in Hypothesis B.Then the group R may be 
replaced byanother g oup R such that A acts on i?, 1 acts on P, the action 
of A on P is as before, ARP satisfies Hypothesis B, and C,(R) = C,(R). 
Furthermore, IY 9 is a faithful irreducible character ofP, consider the 
Gallagher xtension $ of 0 to i?P. Then the group A/C,(R) has a regular 
orbit on the set of linear constituents of ‘PK. 
Proof: Induction (PI. 
Suppose first that P= P, * P,, where each Pi is AR-invariant. Then, by 
the inductive hypothesis, thetheorem is true for A(R/C,(P,)) Pi, i = 1, 2. 
Let Rj, i= 1,2, be the subgroups given by the conclusion fthe theorem. 
Let 4 be the irreducible constituent of Bz(pj and let ei, i= 1,2, be the 
irreducible characters of Pi lying over 4. Denote by II/, the Gallagher 
extension f8; to i?,P,. Consider A(R, x R,)(P, *Pz), where R, x R, acts 
componentwise and A acts as before. Itis easy to see that he Gallagher 
extension f 0 to (R, x R,)(P, +P2) is +, Q$,. Put R= R, xR,. As 
A/C,(R,) has a regular o bit on the set of linear characters of Rj appearing 
in tji, we have that A/C,(R) has a regular orbit on the set of linear 
characters appearing in II/i @ tj2. Finally, as C,( P,) n C,(P,) = 1, we 
deduce that C,(R) = C,(R). Thus the theorem is proved in this case. 
From now on, suppose that P cannot be written as a product P, * P,, 
where each Pi is AR-invariant. 
As P/Z(P) is a completely reducible R-module (since p j 1 RI ), we may 
consider the decomposition fP/Z(P) into its homogeneous R-com- 
ponents. Let 8= X/Z(P) be an irreducible R-submodule of P/Z(P). Let 
Q = Q/Z(P) be the sum of the homogeneous R-components of P/Z(P) 
corresponding to B and its dual. If &? = M/Z(P) and m= N/Z(P) are 
irreducible R-submodules of P/Z(P), then CM, N] # 1 only if N is 
isomorphic tothe dual of M. Thus P = QC,(Q) and Q is extraspecial. 
Repeating this argument, we get P= P, * ... *P,, where each P, is either 
homogeneous or the sum of the homogeneous components corresponding 
to an irreducible R-module and its dual. By the first paragraph of the 
proof, A transitively p rmutes the P;s. 
Define A; = NA( P,), Ri = R/C,( P,), Pi = P,/Z( P), and Ai = AJC,, (R,), 
i=l 2 ..., n.We may consider 8, x . . x R, acting componentwise on
P=P,*...*P,. The action of A on P is as before and A acts on 
R,x ... xR, as follows. 
If PT = P,, then (rC,( Pi))” = r”C,(P,). 
This action is well defined. Let S, be a nontrivial Al-invariant normal 
subgroup of R, acted faithfully by A,. Take coset representatives 
1 = a,, .  .  a,, of {xA, 1 x E A} such that Pi = Py’. Consider the A-invariant 
subgroup s= 3, x Sy2 x ‘. x Sy. We may replace R by 3. Now ASP 
satisfies Hypothesis B,C,(R) = C,(s), and A acts on P as before. 
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Next we prove that P, is either ,%homogeneous r the sum of the 
homogeneous S-components corresponding to an irreducible S-module and 
its dual. As this is true for R, x ... x8, and s is normal in it, we deduce 
that P, = V, @ . . . @ V,, where ach V, is as claimed, and R, transitively 
permutes the V:s. Now Glauberman’s Lemma yields that A1 fixes some Vi. 
Thus, if t> 1, there is not any element ofA sending Vi to V,, i# j. This 
contradicts the first paragraph ofthe proof for ASP. 
If s, contains a proper Al-invariant normal subgroup acted faithfully by 
Ai, we repeat the argument. We arrive finally to anontrivial A,-invariant 
subgroup T,of R, such that A, acts faithfully on T,and the action fA, 
on every proper normal Al-invariant subgroup of T, is not faithful. 
Furthermore, T, acts faithfully on P,and P, is either T,-homogeneous or 
the sum of two dual components. Thus .Z(T,) iscyclic and, if 2 is a non- 
trivial subgroup ofZ( T,), then [P,, Z] = P,. 
We replace 3 by T= T, x ... xTy acting asbefore. Let 8 be a faithful 
irreducible character of P and let q3 be the irreducible constituent of Oz(Pj. 
If Bi is the irreducible character of Pi lying over q5 and $i is the Gallagher 
extension of ei to TiPi, then $= $i Q .. 0 $, is the Gallagher extension 
of 6 to ?+P. 
Suppose that, for some j, Aj = 1. Now Ai = 1 for every i since A 
transitively permutes the P;s. The minimality of T, yields that T, is of 
prime order. Now Shult’s Theorem yields that $i contains every linear 
character of T,. The same is true for each i. Hence $ contains every linear 
character of F. If 2 is a nontrivial character of T,, then (1, 1, . . 1) 
generates a regular o bit of A/C,(T) on the set of linear characters 
appearing in *r. 
If Ai is nontrivial, thenwe may apply Lemma 2.4 to A,TiP, to conclude 
that Ai has at least two regular o bits onthe set sZi of linear characters of 
Ti appearing in iji. Let 0 be the set of linear characters of T appearing 
in +. Then 52 = 52, x . . x 52,. Consider A/C,(T) acting on Q = 
Sz, x . x Q,. Now Lemma 1.2 of [S] yields that A/C,(T) has at least two 
regular o bits on52. As C,(T) =C,(R), our claim is verified. 
THEOREM 2.6. Let ARP be a group, where: 
(i) P 4 ARP is an extraspecial p-group, Z(P) < Z(ARP). 
(ii) R -=I AR is a solvable PI-group. 
(iii) A is a p-group,  > 5. 
(iv) C,(R/C,(P)) = 1. 
Let V be a complex ARP-module nontrivial forZ(P). Then V, contains 
the regular A-module. 
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Proof: Induction IA 1 + 1 P( + dim Q ( I’). 
(1) We may suppose that R is a critical ni potent group. 
Proof. It suffices to apply Lemma 2.2. 
(2) VP is irreducible and C,(P) = 1. Let 0 be the irreducible 
P-character afforded by I’,. If XE Irr(AP) extends fI and contains the 
regular A-character, then V, contains the regular A-module. 
Proof. Clearly we have that V is ARP-irreducible. We show next that 
V,, is irreducible. Let x be the character afforded by V. As ARPJRP is 
nilpotent, then Theorem 6.22 of [ 141 ensures that x is a relative 
M-character with respect to RP (see Definition 6.21 of [14]). Thus 
x = *A”’ and II/ RPis irreducible, wh re Ic/ is a BRP-character, B < A. If 
x = I,+, then our claim is verified. If not, let W be a BRP-module affording 
$. By induction, the theorem is true for (BRP, W). Thus W contains the 
regular B-module and V contains the regular A-module. 
Thus V,, is irreducible. As P is extraspecial and Z(P) < Z(ARP), we 
have that VP is homogeneous. Let 13 be the irreducible constituent of VP. 
If 0 is not extendible to AP, then x( 1 )/O( 1) is divisible y p. But xRP( 1)/O( 1) 
is a p’-number by the preceding paragraph, a contradiction. Thus0 is 
extendible to AP. By Gallagher’s Theorem we have an extension f8 to RP 
having C,(P) in its kernel. By Corollary 11.31 of [ 141, we have that 8 is 
extendible to an ARP-character j. If 1” is a linear character ofARP/RP, 
then ~~ is another extension f8. Now x = (iL)p, where p is an ARP/P- 
character. If f1 contains the regular A-character, then x contains the 
regular A-character. Therefore, if some extension f0 to AP contains the 
regular character, then x contains the regular character. We may replace i 
by any extension f6 to ARP, also. 
It is easy to see that, multiplying  bya suitable linear character, we may 
suppose that o(p) is a power of p. Now iRp is the Gallagher xtension f
8 and C,(P) d Ker i. Thus we may suppose C,(P) = 1. 
(3) The group ARP satisfies Hypothesis B.Let R be the subgroup 
given by the conclusion fTheorem 2.5. We may suppose R = R and V,, 
is the Gallagher xtension fVP. 
Proof. It is clear from (1) and (2) that ARP satisfies Hypothesis B.
Now VP may be extended to an ARP-module W such that IV,-, is the 
Gallagher xtension fVP. If W, contains the regular A-module, then V, 
contains the regular A-module by (2). Thus we may suppose R = R and 
v= w. 
(4) VA contains the regular A-module. 
Proof. By (2) we have C,(R) = 1. Now Theorem 2.5 ensures that V, 
contains a linear character which generates a regular A-orbit. Suppose that 
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i is such acharacter. W  have that IAR(n) = R and hence Ais a constituent 
of V, and IAR is a constituent of V,,. But (A”“), = 1 A. Thus V, contains 
the regular A-module. This finishes theproof of the theorem. 
We finish t is section with an example. Theorem 2.6 is false for p= 3 and 
A N C3, as Example 1.4 of [6] shows. We prove here that it is false for 
p=2 and A=C,xC,. 
EXAMPLE. Consider A = C, x C, = (u ) x (v ) acting onR 2: C, x C, = 
(x) x (y) as follows. 
The element u permutes x and y and v inverts R. 
Let H be the semidirect product of R by A. Now H acts on 
P N Q8 * Q, = (a, b) * (c, d), as follows: 
x centralizes (c, d) and ax = b, 6” = ab 
y centralizes ( CI, 6)and cJ = d, d” = cd 
u permutes a and c and also permutes b and d 
a” = az, b” = ha, c’ = cz, d” = db. 
The action is well defined. Also C p,z&4 = GWW). Let 4 be the 
nontrivial character of Z(P) and 8 E Irr( P 14). We show that 8is extendible 
to the semidirect product G of P by H. We may consider the Gallagher 
extension 1+9of f3 to RP. By Corollary 6.20 of [ 141, we have that $ may be 
extended toan (u) RP-character p. 
Now (G, P, Z(P), 6, 4) is a character live in the sense of [ 13, p. 6001. 
Now u is good (see Definition 3.1 of [13]) and p(u) #O. If p is not 
G-invariant, thenpV = pL;1, where 2is a nontrivial character of (u) RPIRP. 
Now p”(u) = I = p(u) and (PA)(U) = -,u(u). This is a contradiction. 
Now p is extendible to an irreducible character x ofG. As x(u) =p(u) #0, 
we have that xA is not the regular A-character, as claimed. 
3. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM 
HYPOTHESIS C. Let AG be a group satisfying Hypothesis A(i)-(iv) and, 
in addition: 
(i) A is a p-group,  > 5. If 2E x(G) and p is a Mersenne prime, then 
A is C,, 2C,-free. 
(ii) P,, Pn--2,... arep’-groups and P, _ 1, P, ~ 3, . are p-groups. 
HYPOTHESIS C’. Identical to C but replacing (ii) by
(ii)’ P,, P,- 2, . . are p-groups and P, _ 1, P,- 3r . . are p’-groups. 
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LEMMA 3.1. Suppose that AG satisfies Hypothesis C’. Let A, be a sub- 
group of A and let V be an irreducible complex A,G-module, homogeneous 
for G, on which A, actsfp.f Then there exists a nontrivial subgroup X of A, 
such that he image of [X, G] in G/C,(P,/C,n( V))is a p-group. 
Proof Observe that Hypothesis C(i) and Lemma 1.2 ensure that 
Hypothesis A(v) holds. We may apply Theorem 1.4 to the action fA,G 
on V. We get asubgroup Y of A, and a homogeneous component W of 
V,” such that: 
0) Yd NAoG( W). 
(ii) G= N,(W) C,( Y). 
(iii) Y acts f.p.f. on V. 
Clearly A normalizes a Hall p’-subgroup T of G. Now, by (ii), S=
T” n NJ W) is a Hall p’-subgroup f NJ W) for acertain x E C,( Y). Thus 
Y normalizes S. As P, is a special p-group, wehave that P,/Cpn( W) is 
cyclic orextraspecial. Put P,, =P,/C,“( W). Now we apply Theorem 2.6 
to the action f YSP, on W in the case in which P, is extraspecial. We 
conclude that here xists a nontrivial subgroup X of Y such that X
centralizes S/C,(P,). Thesame result istrue when P, is cyclic. Now the 
image of [X, N,(W)] in NJ W)/CNc(wj(P,) is ap-group. By (ii), we have 
[X, G] = [X, NJ W)]. Thus [X, G] is contained in N,(W) and 
[X, G]/[X, G] n C,, .,(P,) isa p-group. As [X, G] is normal in G and V 
is G-homogeneous, thesame result is true for each homogeneous 
P,-component of V. Now Lemma 3.1 follows easily. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let AG = AP, ... P, be a group satisfying Hypothesis 
A(i)-(iv). Let K be a normal subgroup ofAG contained inG and such that 
K n P, < @(P,). Denote the image of a subgroup H of AG in AG/K by g. -- -- 
Now AG = AP, . . P,, satisfies Hypothesis A(it(iv). 
Proof We show that K n Pi < @(Pi) by descending duction on i. Sup- 
pose that Kn Pi,I, <@(Pi+,).NOW [KnPi,P,+,]dPi+lnKd~(Pi+,). 
This hows that K n Pi < @(Pi). Now P,/@(P,) is isomorphic to P,/@(P,). -- 
Therefore Hypothesis A(i)-(iv) holds for AG. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let AG be a group satisfying Hypothesis C. Suppose that 
A actsfp.f onthose P,‘s which are p’-groups. LetB be a subgroup ofA such 
that naEA [B, G]“= 1. Then l,(G) < Z(A : B). 
Proof Induction on 1 A : BI. 
We have G=P, . . . P,. By Hypothesis C(ii), P, is not a p-group. Define 
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H=P,...P,-, and V= P,/@(P,). Clearly P,P [B, G]. As B is subnor- 
mal in A, we have that BH is subnormal inAH and V is a completely 
reducible BH-module. Put S = ([B, G] n P,) @(P,)/@(P,). Let IV, be an 
irreducible BG-submodule of Vmeeting trivially S. Then B centralizes IV, 
and [B, H] < C,,( IV,,). Thus IV, is H-irreducible. Let W be the 
homogeneous H-component ofV containing IV,. Let C be the normalizer 
in A of W. Now B is contained in C. As A acts f.p.f. on V, C acts f.p.f. on 
W. Furthermore, as V is an irreducible AH-module, wehave that P,-, 
does not centralize W. Hence 
C,(C) = 0, C,(B) #0, CB,WQC,(W, and [P,-,, W]#O. 
(1) 
Furthermore, W is an irreducible CH-module. We may extend the field 
and, using the Fong-Swan Theorem, wemay obtain a complex irreducible 
CH-module U such that (1) is true replacing W by U. 
Let D be the normalizer in C of a homogeneous component U of U, 
such that CD(B) # 0. Then (1) is true replacing C by D and W by i7. We 
have 
CD(D) = 0, C,(B) # 0, CB, HI <C,(O), and [P,~ ,, O] #o. 
(2) 
Let P be an irreducible complex AH-module lying over the DH-module 
I!??. We show next that B 4 D. If not, let E be the normal closure of
B in D. Clearly [E, H] < C,( 0). Now n, E A [E, H]” centralizes Y 
since P= xoeA u”. But [P,-,, O]#O. Therefore Cpnm,(8)<@(P,-,). 
Now H/C,(V) satisfies Hypothesis A(it(iv) by Lemma 3.1. Define 
T= P, ... P,p,. Clearly AT/C,(P) satisfies Hypothesis C and A acts 
f.p.f. on the p’-factors. Furthermore, fiatA [E, T]O< C,(V). If we assume 
E # B, we have, by induction, that l,(T/C,( F)) < /(A : E). As 
1,(G) = I,,( T/C,( V)) + 1, then our claim is verified. 
Now B 4 D. By (2) and the fact hat u is DH-irreducible, we conclude 
that B centralizes 0. We apply Lemma 3.1 to the action of 
(D/B)(H/C,(O)). We obtain a nontrivial subgroup X/B of D/B such that 
the image of [X, H] in H/C,(P,- , /C,-,( 0)) is a p-group. Now the 
image of nacA [X, H]” in H/C,(P, ~,/Cpnm,( V))is a p-group. Now 
G-,(~NW’-d Thus C,-, (P,- l/C,_,( P)) d @(Pn--2). Therefore, 
nosA [X, H]“nP,-,<@(P,-,). Remember that T=P,...Pnp2. Now 
we deduce that AT/fiaEa [X, T]” satislies Hypothesis C by Lemma 3.2. 
Now, as X properly contains B, we get the result by the inductive 
hypothesis. 
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MAIN THEOREM. Let A be a group of order p”, p > 5, acting fp.f on 
every A-invariant p’-section of the group G. Assume that G is of p-splitting 
type with respect toA. Zf 2 E x(G) and p is a Mersenne prime suppose, in
addition, that A is C, 2 C,-free. Then l,(G) <n + 1. The bound is best 
possible. 
Proof Suppose that G= P, ... P, and let Qr, . . Q, be the subgroups 
given by Proposition 1 .l.If Qm is a p-group, ut Y = Q, . . . Q,,, ~ r. If 
not, put Y=Q, . ..Q.,,. Now AY satisfies Hypothesis C. By Theorem 3.3 
(taking B = l), we conclude that I,(Y) < n. As 1,(G) = l,(Q, ... Qm) 6 
I,( Y) + 1 d n + 1, our claim is verified. The proof of the main theorem is 
finished. 
To prove that he bound is best possible, w  show by induction on k 
that if IAl = pk, then there exists a group G= P, ... Pzk + I of p-splitting 
type with respect to A and such that: 
(a) Pi is elementary belian, i = 1, . . 2k + 1. 
(b) P, and PZk+ , are p-groups. 
(c) AP, . . Pi acts irreducibly on Pi+, i = 0, . . 2k. 
(d) A acts f.p.f. on P,, . . Pzk. 
For k = 1, take P, N C, and A acting trivially on P,. Now A x P, has a 
nontrivial irreducible representation on an elementary belian p’-group P, 
and C A xp,(P2) # A, P,. Hence A acts f.p.f. on P,. Now let P, be an 
irreducible GF(p)(AP, P,)-module nontrivial for P,. We have C,,(P,) = 1 
since P,is API-irreducible. Now G =P, P, P, satisfies th  conclusions. 
Suppose that he statement is rue for k- 1 and we will prove it for k. 
Take a central subgroup B of order p of A and let H = P, . . . P,, _ L be the 
corresponding group of p-splitting ypewith respect toA/B. Let W be a 
nontrivial irreducible P,, ~ ,-module ona field ofcharacteristic different 
from p. Now W may be extended toa B x P,,_ ,-module (Ion which B
acts f.p.f. Let V be an irreducible AH-module lying over U. Now 
C p,_,(V)= 1 since P,,-, is AP, ...P2k--2- irreducible. Furthermore B and 
hence A act f.p.f. on V. Put P,, = V and let PZk+ , be an irreducible 
GF( p)( AHP,,)-module with C,,,( P,, + I ) # P,,. The same argument as 
above shows that P,, acts faithfully on PZk+ 1. Now G = P, . . . Pzt+, 
satisfies th  conclusions. The proof is finished. 
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